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Soul EaterCover of the first Japanese manga volume featuring Maka (right), Soul (bottom-left) and Blair (top-left). ソウルイタshi ŌkuboPublished bySquare EnixEnglish publisherNA Yen PressSquare Enix (Perfect Edition) ImPrintgan ComicsMagazineMonthly Shōnen GanganEnglish magazinena Yen
PlusMographicShnenOriginal runMay 12 2004 – August 12, 2013Volumes25 (Volumes List) Anime TV series directed by Takuya Igarashi made by Yashi YoshinoTaihei YamanishiYoshihiro OyabuWritten byAkatsuki YamatoyaMusic byTaku IwasakiStudioBonesLicensed byAUS Madman EntertainmentNA FunimationUK
MangaOriginal NetworkTXN (TV Tokyo)EnglishPH ABS , Hero, Studio 23US Funimation Channel, Adult Swim (Toonami)Original Performance April 7, 2008 – March 30, 2009Episodes51 (List of episodes) GameSoul Eater: Monotone PrincessDeveloperSquare EnixPublisherSquare EnGenreAction-
adventurePlatWiformiRelSeptember 25, 2008 GameSoul Eater: Plot of MedusaDeveloperNamco Bandai GamesPublisherNamam Bandai GamesGenreActionPlatformNintendo DSReleasedOctober 23, 2008 Game Soul Eater: BattleDeveloperNamco Bandai GamesPublisherNamco Bandai
GamesGenreFightingPlatformPlayStation 2PlayStation PortableReleasedJanuary 29, 2009 Related Soul Eater Not! Sōru Ītā is ソウルイタ a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Atsushi Ukoo. Set in Death Weapon Meister Academy, the series revolves around three teams, each consisting of a weapon
meister and (at least one) weapon that can be turned into a humanoid. Trying for the latter scythe death and therefore suitable for use by shinigami academy director, death character, they must gather the souls of 99 evil human beings and a witch, in that order; otherwise, they must start everything again. The menega
was released by Squire Enixi, and was first released in 2003 as three separate shots; the first two in two special editions of Gangan Power and the latest in Gungan Wing. The manga was then regularly serialized in The Shonongan Gangan Square Enios magazine from May 2004 to August 2013. An adaptation of the
51-episode anime television series produced by Bones aired on Tokyo TELEVISION from April 2008 to March 2009 in Japan. The series also brought up a drama CD, an art book and three video games. A menga spin-off series titled Soul Eater Not!, was serialized in shōnen Gangan monthly from January 2011 to
November 2014. The Menga has been licensed to distribute in North America by Yen Press. Sol Eiter's English translation was serially published in the Journal of Anthology Yen Press Plus Menga starting in July 2008, and the first volume of Menga was published in October 2009. This anime is licensed by Funimation.
As of July 2019, Manga Soul Ytter had 19.6 million copies in circulation. Both menga and anime series have been generally well received, For its artistic style and Gothic setting, it is often compared by critics to Tim Burton's works such as The Nightmare Before Christmas. But the series has been criticized for using fan
service and similarity to other shōnen series. The synopshell also see: The list of soul-eating characters adjusting the death weapon meister academy is in the death of the weapon Meister Academy (死神武器職⼈専⾨学校, Shinigami Buki Shokunin Senmon Gakkō) — DWMA (死武専, Shibusen) for short — located in the
fictional death town[6] in Nevada, United States. [7] The school is run by Shinigami, also known as Death, as a training center for humans with the ability to convert to weapons, as well as the use of those weapons, called meisters (職⼈, shokunin). [6] Attending the school are Maka Albarn and her scythe partner, Soul
Eater; the black star killer and her partner, Tsubaki Nakatsukasa, who can turn into various ninja weapons; and son Shingami, the death of the baby, and his weekly partners, Liz and Patty Thompson. The school's meister students aim to attract their weapons to the souls of 99 evil humans and a witch, who dramatically
increase the power of weapons and turn them into death scythes used by Shinigami. [6] The Plot of Maka and the battle spirit of the Medusa witch, who forced Corona, his son and meister from the sword of satan Ragnarok, to collect the spirit of a non-evil man and eventually become Chissen (⿁神), the evil god.
Medusa and his cohort are attacking DWMA for the revival of Asura, the first Cressen that plunged almost the entire world into a frenzy before being sealed under the DWMA by Shinigami. Despite the combined efforts of Maka, the Black Star and The Death of the Kid, Medusa's band is successfully reviving Osora, who
is leaving after a brief battle with Shinigami to spread chaos around the world. Medusa is seemingly killed by Meister and DWMA teacher Frankenstein, while Corona surrenders to DWMA where he enrolls. As a result of Osora's widespread madness, Medusa's sister Arshan comes out of hiding and reforms her
organization, Arachnophobia, which poses a serious threat to the DWMA. Shinigami calls for help in the fight against Arachnophobia in death from around the world. During this time, Medusa appears again with his soul, which has the body of a young girl, forming a truce with the DWMA so they can destroy
Arachnophobia together. DWMA students and those around Medusa infiltrate the Arachnophobia headquarters, where Maka kills Arakan, only for Medusa to betray DWMA, possession of Arachn's body, and corona brainwashing to re-join him. Meanwhile, the child's death is captured by Noah, an artificial structure
created from Ebone's book. Following this, Maka uses the Spirit of Arshan to transform Soul into a death sith. The duet, along with their friends, become part of the newly formed Mister Sparto unit that saves the child's death and defeats Noah. Corona reses and destroys it in a city in Russia, and death is stationed there,
before being instigated by Medusa to kill him and be taken over by humanity. Corona hunting has been ordered by Shinigami; While searching for corona with his powers, he unwittingly recognizes Osora's location on the cartoon moon inside the atmosphere. The DWMA launched an attack on the moon to defeat Asura,
assisted by witches after the kid's death persuading them to build a temporary alliance. During the battle, Corona absorbs Asura's body before being outscored by him. Maka, the black star, and the child's death ultimately restore the wisdom of Corona and defeat Asura by sealing him on the moon with his blood; DWMA
forces return to earth with, where the child's death follows the death of his father shinigami, and makes a peace treaty with the witches. Production after the end of its first Menga series, B.I.C., Atsushi Ukubo made a one-shot story called Soul-Eater, which was published in Gangan Power. [8] Japanese singers were so
fascinated that Ōkubo created two more shots, Black Star and Baby Death. As the results were high, editor-in-chief Gangan Cummins asked Okoko to make a series of one shots that became Sol Ytter's introductory seasons. In an interview, Okoko announced that the series was largely inspired by the ideas of Tim
Burton's animations, and concepts from Harry Potter. Ōkubo also stated that she made the hero (or champion) of the series, Maka, a woman for the difference with the traditional male hero found in most menga shōnen. He also said the title of the series, Sol Ytter, was intended to refer to Asura and his desire to eat
innocent souls, and not to the character, the soul. [9] Ōkubo has explained that, when he began to be soul-eater, he already had designs and details like DWMA fully formed and shared with his editors. He thought many mengas had characters developed through flashbacks that he called too clever. So he decided to
develop his characters in the present while pointing to their pasts, focusing on action and impulse, so he could write freely. [10] Media Manga See also: List of Soul Eater chapters Soul Eater is written and illustrated by Atsushi Ōkubo. It originally began as three separate one-shot shoots released between June 24, 2003
and November 26, 2003, across two Menga magazines published by Square Eni: the first one-shot, soul-eating in the summer of 2003 special issue of Gungan Powerd. [8] The second shot, Black Star, was published in the fall of 2003. [11] The third and final shot, The Child's Death, was published in the first issue of
Gungan Wing in 2004. The spirit-eater was serialised in the monthly magazine ShannGanngan Square between the June 2004 issue, published on May 12, 2004, and the September 2013 issue, published on August 12, 2013. [13] [14] [15] Squire Enixi compiled the series into 25 volumes of tenkobon, released under the
influence of its gangan comics in Japan between June. December 2004 and December 12, 2013. [16] Squire Anixi re-released the series as Sol Eiter: The Full Version of Seventeen Volumes. The first volume was published on July 12, 2019, and the last volume was published on March 12, 2020. [19] The Menga was
licensed by Yen Press to distribute in English in North America. The menega was originally serialized in the Journal of Anthology YenPress Plus; the first issue went on sale on July 29, 2008. [20] The first English volume of menga was published on October 27, 2009. [21] The last volume was published on March 24,
2015. [22] In July 2019, Squire Anixi announced the release of Soul Eater: The Perfect Edition. [23] The first volume was published on July 28, 2020. [24] Another Menga series that performed alongside the original series, titled Soul Eater Not! (ソウルイタノット!, Sōru Ītā Notto!), began serialization in the February 2011
issue of Monthly Shōnen Gangan published on January 12, 2011. [25] The series ended on November 10, 2014. [26] Five volumes of The Tenkobon were published between September 22, 2011 and December 22, 2014. [27] [28] Not soul-eater! Licensed by Yen Press in North America. [29] The five volumes were
published between July 24, 2012 and August 4, 2015. [30] [31] CD A Drama CD was released on August 31, 2005 by Square Enix titled Soul Eater (Vol.1): Special Social Studies Field Trip (ソウルイタ(Vol.1)特別社会科⾒学, Sōru Ītā (Vol. 1) Tokubetsu Shakaika Kengaku). [32] The CD came with an art book and a script
from the CD dialogue. From actors used for drama CDs, only Blackstar voice actor Yomiko Kobayashi was retained for anime sound actors. The anime series also see: Sol Ether's List of Episodes, a 51-part anime adaptation directed by Takuya Igarashi and produced by Bones, Anniplex, Dentsu, Media Factory, and
Tokyo Television; [33] The scenariowriter was Akatsuki Yamatoya, who based the anime story on the original concept of Atsushi Ōkubo. The character design was presided over by Yoshiyuki Ito, with the direction of overall art by Norifumi Nakamura. The conceptual design of anime was carried out by Shinji Aramaki. The
episodes aired on Tokyo TELEVISION between April 7, 2008 and March 30, 2009, with two animated specials airing on May 29 and June 1, 2008. [34] The episodes were broadcast later on Aichi TV, Hokkaido TV, Osaka TV, Setocchi TV, and TVQ Kyushu Broadcasting Company. The anime was regularly broadcast on
Tokyo TELEVISION on Mondays at 6 p.m. The official Japanese website of the anime series SoulIter announced that each episode will air in two versions: the regular version monday 6 p.m. and the late-night version of Soul Eater Late Eater Show. Special films were added at the beginning and end of the commercial
break; the preview of the next episode was different from the regular version. The double broadcast of the series was billed as the world's first evening and late-night resonance broadcast. The term resonance refers to the concept of the story in which the characters, such Hero Maka and his soul-eating weapon partner,
reach maximum strength by syncing your soul. [35] The first volume of DVD editing was published on August 22, 2008, with the first three episodes. The second volume of DVD editing was published on September 25, 2008, with episodes four to seven. Each DVD volume was released at monthly intervals. [36] The
series was broadcast by Tokyo TV under the title Soul Eater: Repeat Show (ソウルイタリピトショ Āru Ītā Ripīto Shō) on September 30, 2010, which included new opening and closing themes. [37] Media Factory and Kadokawa brought the two previous Blu-ray box sets together into one box set released on February
26, 2014. [38] In North America, the anime was licensed by Funimation, which released the series in four half-season DVD box sets, starting with the first volume in February 2010. [2] The anime made its North American television debut when it aired on funimation channel on September 6, 2010. [39] It was also
broadcast from the Adult Swimming Tonami Block on February 17, 2013. [4] MTV Portugal first soul-eater on February 1, 2010. [40] In the Philippines, soul-eater was broadcast in a Tagalog version over cable channel Hero TV from April to June 2010. The show aired on Rai 4 in Italy between September 2, 2010 and
September 8, 2011. Video games were produced by three soul-eaters of video games. First, soul-eating: Monotone Princess (ソウルイタモノトン プリンセス, Sōru Ītā Monotōn Purinsesu), is an action-adventure video game exclusively for strings and developed by Anixi Square with bones. The film was released in
Japan on September 25, 2008. [41] the two characters グリモア appear in the game are Grimmore (ポネラ, Gurimova) and Ponera (ポネラ), the main characters designed by the author Atsushi Obkuku; [42] A pre-order award CD was released 死武専秘蔵「校内放送楽曲⼤全」. The game is only compatible with
Japanese Wii systems. [43] The second game, Soul Eater: Plot of Medusa (ソウルイタタメデュサの陰謀, Sōru Ītā Medyūsa no Inbō), is an action game produced by Namko Bandai Gaines for Nintendo DS and released on October 23, 2008. [44] Despite being created by two different companies, there are similarities
between the Nintendo V game and the Nintendo DS game. This is a hack game and third person slash. [45] The third game, Soul Eater: The Resonance of the Battle (ソウルイタバトルレゾナンス, Sōru Ītā Batoru Rezonansu), is a fighting game developed by bec and produced by Namko Bandai for PlayStation 2 and
PlayStation Portable, released on January 29, 2009. The game follows the fictional line of the first 24 episodes of the anime series, allowing the player to participate in training and battle with characters who have experienced first-hand. Along with new clothes and items, the player gets to experience the mind and
wardrobe of any playable character. [46] Six-piece music from theme music used for Two inaugural themes and four closing themes. T.M.Revolution's first opening theme is for the first 30 episodes, and the single was released on June 11, 2008. Tommy Heavenly's second paper moon theme is from Episode 31 onwards;
The first closing theme I want is by Stance Punks for the first 13 episodes and 51 episodes; this single was released on June 4, 2008. The second closing theme is the style of Kana Nichino's work from episode 14 to 26, released on August 13, 2008 by Sony Music Entertainment japan. Bakusō Yume Uta's third closing
theme (爆⾛夢歌) by Soul'd Out's Diggy-Mo is from Episode 27 to 39; The ultimate power closing theme by abingdon boys' school is from Episode 40 through Episode 50; the single was released on February 25, 2009. [47] [48] Rebroadcasting anime features two additional opening and closing themes. The first opening
is the unison square garden anti-effect identity, released in the fall of 2010, and its first ending is Ao no Kaori (碧の⾹り) by Yui Makino, released on November 10, 2010. The second opening of Ai ga Hoshii yo (愛がほしいよ) by Sione Tsuji was released on March 9, 2011, and the Northern Lights by How Merry Marry.
[37] Maxi's first single character song was released by Aniplex on August 6, 2008 by Chiaki Amigawa (Maka) and Kōki Uchiyama (Soul). The second singles by Yomiko Kobayashi (Black Star) and Kaori Nazuka (Tsubaki) were released on September 3, 2008, and the third single was released by Amru Mianu (Kidd), Akno
Watanabe (Liz), and Naromi Takahira (Petit) on October 1, 2008. Composer and producer Taco Iwazaki has released two CD soundtracks for the anime series SoulIter. Sol Iter 1's original soundtrack was released on August 27, 2008 with 20 songs, and Sol Iter 2's original soundtrack was released on March 18, 2009
with 22 songs by Aniplex. Theme song for Soul Aiter: Moe Princess Is a Soul Pass sung by T.M.Revolution, and is included in the resonating single. [49] Manga Sol Iter's admission in 2008, with 3,076,351 sales, was the 7th best-selling menga. [50] As of October 2012, The Menga had more than 13 million copies in
circulation. [51] As of April 2018, The Menga had sold 18.2 million copies worldwide. [52] As of July 2019, the menega had 19.6 million copies in circulation. [18] In his review of the first volume, Daniel Lee wrote from comic book sources that it was a stylish and entertaining, desirable comparison of Ōkubo art to Tim



Burton's nightmare before Christmas and the Corpse Bride, who considered the pair quite good referring to spooky Anglicans and horror legends as Jack the Ripper and Frankenstein. But Lee criticized the series for its excessive use of Fan Service, considering it terribly conflicting with the artistic style's pattern-oriented,
with very little depth. [53] Kenny of Manga Life, gave the first volume a B+. Kenny adjed the series for its action scenes and the diversity of his artistic styles, commenting that its panels could have come out of the immortal blade, while others are very U-Gay-oh-like and others have similar sensitivities to Tim Ber's
nightmare. They share pre-Christmas, adding that Ōkubo uses a good mix of standard action, comics, horror, and deformed design styles that blend surprisingly well together. [54] Julian Gnam of Otaku USA praised the meister weapon/devil weapon partnership presented in the story, but criticized the series fanservice
and generally found his plot conventional, adding that it could come from cliché to veteran Menga Jade Ter, stating that although this makes the series available to casual readers. [55] Second volume review, Chris Zimmerman of Comic Book Between gave it 7.5 out of 10. Zimmerman praised the series for its action
sequences, writing that the character's designs were thoughtful and creative, but criticized it for not developing the character, prioritizing single-season fights and similaring it to other shōnen series. [56] Reviewing the first two volumes, Shannon Garritt gave About.com series 2 of 5 stars. He adjicaded Manga's setting,
describing it as a hyperkinetic Halloween world where equal parts are Sean King, Jojo's strange adventure and pre-Christmas nightmare, but stated that stunning images can't compensate for Bland's characters and Myders' story. Garrity concluded that the popularity of the series comes from its anime adaptation, adding
that looking, bright and vibrant and visually imaginative is fun, and in contrast, the original Menga is much less fun to sit and read. [57] Reviewing the first volume of Soul Eater: The Full Version, Nicholas Doprey of anime news channel, gave it a B+. The series has an inherent charm for its world and characters that are
hard to find anywhere else, Dopery wrote, adding that the key to its spooky design sensitivities is its Halloween-Ask spirit. But noting that comedy doesn't age well, he stated that the gaimics of the main characters become repetitive and unc laughable, and that he felt that the use of sexual humor and its fan service was
questionable at best and would not blame unsealed readers if they abandoned the series for it. Dopery concluded: For every header it bears 15 years later, there is still nothing quite like the soul-eater out there. [58] Anime In her 2008 Anime Preview Guide, Casey Brienza of Anime News Network wrote; Though soul-
eater shouldn't be surprising anyone with their standard tournament layout structure, it has some serious style to burn. Like D.Gray-man it is deeply indebted to Tim Burton's idiosyncratic fantasy gothic images (think Beetlejuice and nightmares before Christmas), but this series does, if possible, run it better. [59] Jacob
Hope Chapman describes the series as dark from the same website. Live, visually imaginative, explosive great fun. [60] James Brusuelas of the Global Animation Network wrote positively about the series, stating that this anime knows exactly what it is: fun! The result: a series that will take sin out of your guilty pleasure.
Holly Ellingwood of Anime Series activist adma, wrote that it's different, exciting and unexpected in different turns. A large part of its uniqueness and excitement is related to the original animation style. It is zany while terrified at times on a whim. It's Acetyline' from start to finish!. [62] Sandra Scholes wrote from the same
website that the story is full of comedy, fun and dark humor in The Gothic Verin and also compares the series to De Grey-Man and bleach and its artistic style with Gorillaz's videos. Scholes concluded; if this kind of dark grip fantasy anime you then you haven't seen anything yet - it is that keeps the audience right until the
end!. [5] Chris Zimmerman of Comic Bookbine scored for series A- Zimmerman wrote that Sol Eiter follows the conventions of shōnen of many other series, but stands because of his relentless humor and other mundane feeling, in addition to Bones Studios' cinematic design skill and eye-pleasing animation. In his A+
review of Soul Eater: The Meister Collection Blu-ray, Zimmerman wrote that the series embraces its origins with gorgeous fights and friendship themes while relying on lush animation and colorful actors of characters ranging from incredibly serious to insensitive. [64] Jason Green of anime news channel wrote that the
series explores the imposing concept of the gods of death in a tone that notes less death and goren lagan is greater. Greene referred to western references presented in the series, with characters jack the Ripper, The Blair Witch Project, Al Capone, Sid Bart and Frankenstein. [65] Paul Chimpan of Otakou USA noted as
well as the western influence of the series, as it is seen in the presentation of witches and monsters, its nods to American horror movies and its various architectures and locations. As for the end of the anime series, Chapman wrote; the conclusions and denouement of the soul-eating anime are enough. The ending may
not be mind-blowing original, but it gives me everything that I need to be satisfied with and it leaves me with a warm feeling of seeing the characters that I care about doing a worthy goal. The bubbly concluded that the soul-eater is a solid addition to the collection of any anime fan who loves heroic action with ominous
flavors and macabre mixed in. [1] Serdar Yegulalp of About.com, said that the series last episodes unleash some gloriously absurd wide-scale action that tap into giant-robot stories like Gurren Lagann or Evangelion. [66] Writing for the Los Angeles Times, Charles Solomon ranked the series sixth best anime in his top 10.
[3] Serdar Yegulalp of ThoughtCo., listed Soul Eater on his Course of Anime For Newcomers. [67] Writing Crunchyroll، هب زاین  هک  همینا  زا 5  دوخ  تسرهف  رد  ار  لایرس  نیا  همینا ، یربخ  هکبش  زا  گنیج  یکج  نوسدلانود و  ینافتسا  [ 68  ] .ار دوخ  نیوولاه  بزح  شخپ  تسیل  یارب  هدز  تشحو  همینا  جنپ  زا  تسیل  کی  رد  راوخ  حور  لماش  نوسیند  اراک 
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